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Abstract
Due to a number of causes, including manufacturing and assembly tolerances on magnets,
presence of feeders and joints, non-symmetric iron and magnet parts, discrepancies between
design and actual magnetic field maps inevitably appear in Tokamaks. Such Error Fields may
drive plasma to loss of stability; therefore they are carefully counteracted using suitable correction
coils.
According to present specifications, error field amplitudes in ITER will be estimated by direct
measurements, using magnetic sensors, with suited spatial resolution and frequency bandwidth
(including MHD saddles, outer and inner vessel coils, and possibly partial flux loops). A second
technique is under consideration, taking benefit of plasma response under suited excitation; this
technique will not be further considered here.
The first approach is suited for plasmaless shots to be carried out after final assembly of ITER
and after cool-down: taking advantage of the magnetic measurements, the actual coils shape and
position can be identified, and from the estimated actual configuration the possible lack of
symmetry in magnetic field is assessed.
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Error Field in Tokamaks: a Plasmaless Measurement Approach

In the paper, a description of plasmaless measurements, and their use in the perspective of
estimating EF by means of the reconstruction of the magnets deformations, will be presented and
discussed.
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1.

where B3-mode is the square averaged amplitude of the (1,1), (2,1) and (3,1) modes and B0 (5.3 T)
is the nominal toroidal field at plasma axis. Fourier transform is performed on q=2 surface at start
of flattop (SOF), when mode locking is most likely to take place.
A different definition of the EF figure of merit has recently been proposed [2], but it will not
be considered here, since it requires measurements in presence of plasma, while just plasmaless
approaches are considered in this work.
EF arise from coil deformations and misalignments and to joints, busbars, and more generally
to non axisymmetric structures [3]. Note that the segmentation of toroidal field system breaks the
symmetry, but, thanks to 20° periodicity of TFC, this field ripple does not have a relevant impact
on EF.
The impact of EF has been extensively investigated during ITER design phase, but in the
actual experimental device, EF amplitudes will be estimated from measurements. Different
possibilities do exist, each suited to a particular aspect. Possible plasma-less measurements could
also be used to measure deviations of the field coils from axial symmetry immediately prior to
ITER's first plasma operation [4]. Similarly, time-varying error fields can be measured also by
flux probes located in the inner surface of Vacuum Vessel. EF contributions due to toroidal field
coils, on the other hand, cannot be evaluated by using flux probes (such as MHD saddles or PFL,
or pickup coils), since those coils operate in persistent mode.
According to [5], EF amplitudes are expected to be measured using:
1 MHD saddles as primary sensors;
2 Outer vessel normal coils and outer vessel normal steady state sensors as supplementary
sensors;
3 Partial Flux Loops as backup sensors.
This paper describes the assessment of EF plasmaless measurement methods, based on the
uses of magnetic sensors foreseen in ITER diagnostic system, using accuracy ranges compatible
with the design figures [6]. Primary sensors are first assessed to measure time-varying EF, and
then the contribution of supplementary sensors, capable of measuring also low-frequency and DC
components, is considered. Backup sensors are not considered here.
The analyses have been performed using specifically designed computational codes, used to
assess the measurement accuracy in presence of uncertainties due to manufacturing and assembly
of measurement systems (systematic errors) and in presence of disturbances due to intrinsic
measurement process (e.g. measurement noise).
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Introduction
Error Fields (EF) in Tokamaks are deviations from the nominal magnetic field configuration
that can drive plasma to instability also with very small amplitudes, since they can induce locking
in plasma rotations [1]. In order to get a synthetic measure of EF, a weighted sum of the three
lower field harmonics m=1,2,3 and n=1 of the EF map can be used. The resulting figure of merit
is indicated as the ‘3-modes’ error index B3-mode/B0:
(1)
=
+
+
,
,
,
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• Single coefficients Bnm are considered, taking advantage of their direct dependence from magnetic field measurements. Fourier transform is computed on a surface corresponding to q=2
surface at Start of Flat Top, although no plasma is present;
• The relationship among measurements and EF Fourier coefficients is assumed linear, thanks
to electromagnetic field equations, and deduced from a set of randomly generated examples
through correlation analysis;
• Estimation errors are computed by comparing estimated values and true values in the test dataset of an error index similar to (1), but normalized to average poloidal field Bpol rather than
toroidal field on axis, as required in [6].
This allows using data analysis tools to assess system performance, allowing also robust data
processing. The key figures required to EF measurement systems are reported in Table 1.
TABLE 1
KEY FIGURES REQUIRED IN MEASUREMENT OF ERROR FIELD/LOCKED MODE RELATIVE PERTURBATION
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Proposed parameter:

Error field/locked mode relative perturbation (δBr/Bθ)

Basic Sensor Set:

Nine arrays of In-Vessel MHD Flux Loops (AI)

Supplementary Sensors
Potential Backup sensors:

Outer vessel Normal field probes, either inductive (A4) or steady state (A6)

Role:

1a.1 (Machine Protection)

Parameter range (Br/<B p>):

10-4 – 10-2

Time resolution:

1 ms

Spatial resolution (Wave num.):

(1, 1) < (m,n) < (1, 3)

Accuracy:

30% (assessed both relative error as 30% of Full scale: 3 mT, and absolute figure
at lower limit: 0.03 mT, considered excessive in [12])

Combined In-Vessel Partial Flux Loop Sets A and B (AD)
PROJECT REQUIREMENTS

3.

Accuracy assessment for primary sensors
The first analysis was performed by using MHD saddles alone to reconstruct the three EF
coefficients using the described procedure, and then, by comparison with the original, exact data,
to assess accuracy in coefficients reconstruction. The reference MHD saddles system, 55.AI [9],
is depicted in Fig. 1, and its main characteristics are reported in Table 2.
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EF Analysis Procedure
The amplitudes of modes involved in EF definition can be determined by the Fourier analysis
of the magnetic field measured by flux and field probes located around the vessel, in a number of
poloidal planes high enough to guarantee correct estimation of modes with toroidal index n=1. In
order to assess the performance of primary and supplementary sensors in estimating EF Fourier
coefficients, 2200 "actual" field maps, generated by deformed poloidal field coils, central solenoid
and, limitedly to static field analyses, toroidal field coils, with manufacturing and assembly errors
within tolerances as reported in [3], have been considered. Out of the total 2200, 1500 have been
used to fit linear models relating measurements to single coefficients [7, 8], and the remaining
700 to validate the models and assess the performance of various systems (test dataset). For such
maps, estimates of coefficients provided by “misplaced” and “misaligned” and noisy sensors have
been compared with the nominal ones, defining a “coefficients measurement error”, and verifying
if such figure is within acceptable ranges. Details of the numerical tools adopted for the analyses
can then be summarized as follows:
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TABLE 2
KEY FIGURES FOR THE MHD MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
MHD Saddles specifications:
81 Saddles on 9 poloidal
sections (9 Saddles each)

Probe type

Inductive sensors (Flux
loops)

Total Sensor Error

Relative: 0.11%,

Accuracy @2σ
σ for normal field measurement

Absolute: 2 mT

Range for normal field
measurement

0-2T

Nominal effective area:

5 m2

In order to assesses the effectiveness of EF reconstruction from MHD signals only, the 1500
cases from the numerically generated training set were used to create a regression model, then
Gaussian noise with a std. dev. of 0.1% (compatible with ITER specifications) was added, and
resulting noisy signals were used to reconstruct EF. The comparison of EF index and its estimation from MHD measurements is reported in Fig. 2.
Primary sensors appear able to reconstruct EF in presence of AWGN; note that reconstruction appears the less accurate the smaller EF amplitude is.

EF from MHD Sensors

30% error
lines

Fig. 2 – Comparison between “numerically simulated” and estimated EF amplitudes for test set. Magenta lines represent +/-30% error
levels. Only signals from primary sensors are considered.

4.

Accuracy assessment for supplementary sensors
A second analysis was performed by adding simulated signals from supplementary sensors
to improve performance of primary ones. In this case the information from supplementary sensors
is used “simultaneously” with the primary ones, by adding further columns (corresponding to
supplementary sensors measurements) to the model matrix, transforming probe signals to error
5
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Fig. 1 - MHD saddles used in this analysis (red). For the sake of
comparison, also the equilibrium surface used for Fourier decomposition of field (q=2 at SOF of 15MA reference inductive scenario, grey points) is reported.

Number of Probes:
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Conclusions
The performed analyses showed that the plasmaless Error Field Coefficients estimation procedure from proposed sensors is feasible in theory, yet very sensitive to nuisances. Primary sensors alone show satisfactory performance for “large enough” error fields. Supplementary sensors
provide additional information improving primary sensors performance. The use of supplementary sensors for calibration purposes must be carefully studied. Results may be improved using
more sophisticated data processing;
TABLE 3.A
KEY FIGURES FOR THE A4 SENSORS
Number of Probes:
Total Sensor Error
Accuracy @2σ
σ for normal field measurement
Range for normal field
measurement

180 Probes, on 3 sections, 120° apart
Relative: 0.37%,
Absolute: 4 mT
0-2T

TABLE 3.B
KEY FIGURES FOR THE A6 SENSORS

Fig. 3 - Outer vessel normal field sensors in this analysis (red: inductive
probes, blue: steady state sensors). For the sake of comparison, also the
equilibrium surface used for Fourier decomposition of field (q=2 at SOF
of 15MA reference inductive scenario, grey points) is reported
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Number of Probes:

60 Probes, on 3 sections,
120° apart

Total Sensor Error
Accuracy @2σ
σ for normal field measurement
Range for normal field
measurement

Relative: 0.32%,
Absolute: 4 mT
0-2T
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field coefficients. A robust model was used in this case, as a countermeasure to face with poor
performance of A4 and A6 sensors. The reference configuration for A4 (outer vessel normal field
inductive) and A6 (outer vessel normal field steady state) sensors [9] are depicted in Fig. 3. Their
main characteristics, taken from [9], are reported in Table 3.A for inductive probes (A4) and in
Table 3.B for steady state probes (A6).
Using the same procedure described in the case of primary sensors only, 700 cases from test
set were used to assess reconstruction capability of combined sensors. According to [6], the
weighted sum is normalized to average poloidal field rather that to toroidal field on the magnetic
axis. Results are reported in Fig. 4, showing some performance improvement. The analyses reported in this section refers to frequency ranges compatible with all sensors involved (up to 10
Hz, but excluding DC for A4 and combined sets, while DC can be included for A6 sensors alone).
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EF from MHD Sensors
EF from MHD & A4/A6 Sensors

Fig. 4 – Comparison between “numerically simulated” and estimated EF amplitudes for test set. Magenta lines represent +/-30% error
levels. Signals from primary and supplementary sensors are considered.
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